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EDUCATION AND SKILLS COMMITTEE 

 
Cllr Stephen McCabe 
Children and Young People Spokesperson 
COSLA 
 

T3.40 
The Scottish Parliament 

Edinburgh 
EH99 1SP 

Direct Tel: 0131 348 5222 
Fax: 0131 348 5600 

 es.committee@parliament.scot 
  
 8 September 2020 

Dear Cllr McCabe, 
 
Pupil Equity Funding 
 
The Deputy First Minister confirmed on 1 May 2020 the continuation of Pupil Equity 
Funding (PEF) and that that £250 million would be allocated to schools for 2020-22 to 
close the poverty-related attainment gap and also to aid learning during the 
coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic. In preparation for the Committee’s budget scrutiny 
later this year, I am writing to you to seek COSLA’s view on how schools have been 
able to use this funding in light of the impact of Covid-19 on school education. 
 
In particular, the Committee would welcome any information COSLA could provide on 
how spending in schools has utilised PEF to aid learning during the coronavirus 
(Covid-19) pandemic and what impacts the pandemic has had on existing 
projects.  For example, are COSLA members reporting that restrictions on accessing 
school sites is affecting delivery of PEF funded projects and if so are schools able to 
redirect funds elsewhere or reprofile the spend to later in the financial year.  Is this 
having an impact on partners that deliver PEF funded projects? 
 
I understand that COSLA is unable to give a granular picture and that such decisions 
are made at the school level.  The Committee would nonetheless welcome feedback 
from COSLA and its members on how their schools existing work funded by PEF has 
continued and how PEF will be used to respond to the challenges created by the 
pandemic.   
 
Your members may also have comments on how SAC funding is delivering in these 
unprecedented times; the Committee would be grateful for any insights COSLA and 
its members may be able to provide. 
 
I would be grateful for a response by 5 October. 
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Yours sincerely 
 
CLARE ADAMSON MSP 
CONVENER 


